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Present simple. 

 

Watch the next videos and write correctly the sentences. Be aware there are affirmative, negative and interrogative 

sentences. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m0kTGL6Flzg 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvVdIJ0las0 

 

1. (he / drive to work every day)_______________________________________________ 

2. (I / not / think you're right)__________________________________________________ 

3. (we / have enough time)?__________________________________________________ 

4. (I / eat cereal in the morning)_______________________________________________ 

5. (they / write e-mails every day)?_____________________________________________ 

6. (you / watch a lot of TV)___________________________________________________ 

7. (he / not / read the newspaper)_____________________________________________ 

8. (she / dance often)?______________________________________________________ 

9. (where / I / come on Mondays)?_____________________________________________ 

10. (what / you / do at the weekend)?____________________________________________ 

 

Past simple. 

 

Watch the next videos and write the verb in the correct form. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wLuNOWXw96c 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MI3S3kdkofo 

 

1. I _______________(not/drink) any beer last night. 

2. She ________________(get on) the bus in the centre of the city. 

3. What time _____________________(he/get up) yesterday? 

4. Where _____________________(you/get off) the train? 

5. I ___________________(not/change) trains at Victoria. 

6. We ______________________(wake up) very late. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m0kTGL6Flzg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvVdIJ0las0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wLuNOWXw96c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MI3S3kdkofo
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7. What ___________________________(he/give) his mother for Christmas? 

8. I ___________________(receive) £300 when my uncle died. 

9. We _______________________(not/use) the computer last night. 

10. ____________________(she/make) good coffee? 

 

Write the past form of the verb and place them in the correct box 

 

Buy       play           study              know                 help                listen                read                  hear                   smell            

drink          eat               see                      watch                    walk                      run                    swimm                 take       

cry               laugh                   sing               jump        

         

REGULAR IRREGULAR 

  

 

     

Past habits. 

 

Watch the next videos and write the correct form of “used to” or “would” as it fits the sentence. 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ALOhC7Hpf4U 

  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ohX4x2e3SMg 

 

 When I was a child we_____________ (live) in a cabin in the mountains. Back then, we (not have) much money; that’s why 

we (have) vegetables and chickens in our back garden. Every day we____________(get up) very early and my 

father_____________(take) some eggs for breakfast. 

The weather in summer____________(be) really nice. There was a lake near the house; we___________ (go) there to have a 

swim every morning. Later, in the afternoon my brothers and I_______________ (go) fishing, and in the evening my 

mother___________ (cook) whatever we had caught. It was fantastic! 

WinterS_______________ (be) rather cold. Every morning I___________(go) to the woods to look for firewood; 

there _____________(be) a little fireplace in the house to keep us warm.  

              

Could.                                             

 

What the next videos and write could or couldn´t according to the meaning of the sentence. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jEOy1IyjhG8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ALOhC7Hpf4U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ohX4x2e3SMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jEOy1IyjhG8
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X4kjLpfDegI 

 

1. When I was young, I ________________play the guitar: it was too difficult for me! 

2. Her grandmother was bilingual: she _______________ speak both English and Spanish. 

3. Yesterday, Peter ______________ do that exercise alone. So, he called me for help. 

4. In 1950, people ___________ use mobile phones. 

5. When his mother was young, she ___________ skate but she can't do it any longer. 

6. We __________ open the door: it was locked from the inside! 

7. In 1900, people _____________ watch TV. 

8. Mary's grandfather ______________play chess and he was the best! 

9. In 1945, people __________ play video games. 

10. But they ______________play chess! 

 

Cardinal numbers. 

 

Write the numbers in English. 

 

1_______________ 

10______________ 

11______________ 

211_____________ 

67______________ 

50________________ 

15________________ 

57________________ 

675_______________ 

100_______________ 
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